
 
List of Consultation Questions 
  
Q.1: Do you agree with our assessment of digital marketing in the PRS context and with our overall 
approach for dealing with it? If not, why not? 
  
In relation to paragraph 2.4, one of the other reasons for the increase in the use of digital marketing 
is the decline in reach and response of traditional advertising media like newspapers and magazines.  
  
Further to para 2.9, it would be helpful to know what was specifically being done with other 
regulatory and industry bodies to help combat misleading digital marketing. Currently, from an L2 
perspective, we need to assume the responsibility of keeping control over an entire affiliate 
network. If things go wrong the entire burden of a financial penalty is also on the L2. This is not 
effective enough in deterring those affiliate partners further down the chain from either allowing 
rogue promotions on their network or even creating those promotions themselves. It’s almost as if 
they can commit the crime, but the responsible purchaser of advertising at the other end of the 
chain will do the time. We need the responsible bodies to implement a plan that makes it a lot 
harder for such rogue affiliates to operate. From our point of view, the dire commercial value of a 
lead gained through misleading marketing combined with the effects of fines or sanctions from our 
regulator means that there is incentive enough for us to control and manage the risks associated 
with digital marketing. However, what are the regulations governing online agencies? What sort of 
sanctions do they face. What repercussions are there for rogue affiliates? It would be good for us to 
be able to remind potential partners of what regulations govern them and what punitive sanctions 
they are liable to if their risk management and control is not at the same level as ours. If the same 
regulatory diligence could be applied to different levels in an affiliate chain and across different 
industries, then effective headway can be made. As ever, we would be happy to contribute to this 
debate, using the experience we have gained from managing digital campaigns. 
  
Q.2: Do you agree with our consideration of typosquatting and proposed expectation? If not, why 
not?  
  
Yes. 
  
Q.3: Do you agree with our consideration of Clickjacking and our proposed expectations? If not, 
why not?  
  
Yes. 
  
Q.4: Do you agree with our consideration of Likejacking and our proposed expectations? If not, 
why not? 
  
Yes, I think it is important not to prevent people from genuinely ‘liking’ a compliant PRS promotion. 
If someone wants to share something like a competition or astrologer to a friend or a whole wall, 
then there should be no issues with this as long as there is full transparency. Rule 2.3.2 should allow 
this. 
  
Q.5: Do you agree with PhonepayPlus’ consideration of Banners ads, Pop-ups and Pop-unders and 
our expectations around them? If not, why not? 
  
As previously mentioned, and with particular relevance to mobile banners, very often there is not 
the space on a banner to provide a full cost message. With no immediate point of entry, a banner is 



more like a signpost to the ultimate promotion and should conform to Rule 2.3.2 of the Code by not 
being misleading in any way. 
  
Q.6:  Do you agree with PhonepayPlus’ definition of SEM and SEO and our expectations around 
them? If not, why not? 
  
Yes. Use of the word free has always been an issue. We’d like to see approval for phrases like ‘First 
week free’ used in the correct context, perhaps subject to a prior permission certificate. Not only is 
this a concept that most consumers can understand but it also strongly implies that the ensuing 
weeks are subject to a fee and would alert consumers that they are looking at a service that carries a 
charge. It would allow Level 2s to use a ‘try before your buy’ type mechanic.   
  
The reference to a brand is sometimes unavoidable when promoting a competition brand. Again, as 
long the promotion is not misleading or passing off, then such a reference shouldn’t necessarily lead 
to a breach. It’s very difficult to promote a competition that gives a chance to win an iPhone 5 
without mentioning what is essentially a brand name. If the consumer is aware that it is a 
competition service advertised under the promoter’s own brand, then the chances of confusion 
occurring are practically nil. 
  
Q.7: Do you agree with our consideration of content locking practices and our expectations around 
them? If not, why not? 
  
Yes. Any agency offering a Content Unlocking site should be asked to supply written confirmation 
that the content promoted is legal and licensed. They should also be asked to supply screenshots of 
a typical user journey. If the content and journey are both compliant, then it is a good idea to check 
that users are not be forced to sign up to one of the promotions. They could be asked just to view 
the promotions on offer but can return to the content without necessarily signing up to anything, 
perhaps just ticking a box confirming that they have read all the promotions presented. 
  
Q.8: Do you agree with PhonepayPlus’ consideration of spam and our related expectations? If not, 
why not? 
  
Yes. 
  
Q.9: Are there any other potentially misleading digital marketing practices that we have not 
identified? If so, then please suggest any, including appropriate evidence.  
  
Not at present, but we will keep you posted. 
  
Q.10: Do you agree with our illustrative representation of affiliate marketing? If not, why not? 
  
Yes. 
  
Q.11: Do you agree with our consideration of affiliate marketing and our expectations? If not, why 
not? 
  
Yes. Some observations, from our perspective. We place no value on leads gained from misleading 
marketing. Apart from possible sanctions and the ethical view of things, they would generate poor 
conversions, complaints, refunds etc so would result in more than a double hit for the Level 2. A 
good level 2 will manage the affiliate closely and watch patterns and trends to determine the value 
of the traffic. New affiliates should be brought in with caution after the completion of due diligence. 



Initial volumes should be capped at very modest levels while the new traffic is tested. Never put a 
new affiliate live on a Friday! 
  
In paragraph 3.54, you mention tracking and monitoring tools. We already use some online tools in 
tandem with our own monitoring resources, but any tools that your team can recommend on an on-
going basis would be very welcome, especially when new threats are found. 
  
 


